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AKILLA’S ESCAPE

BEAST CLAWING AT STRAWS
JIPURAGIRADO JABGO SIPEUN JIBSEUNGDEUL

From a young age, Akilla’s life has been dictated by
the seemingly inescapable pull of crime and violence.
Thrown into drug-running young, he’s worked his way
into managing his own cannabis operation. With his
profession soon to become legally legitimate, there at
last seems to be an exit. But when a run-of-the-mill drug
drop goes haywire and a violent robbery breaks out, all
of Akilla’s years in crime are tested along with whatever
humanity he has managed to keep intact. With money
missing, debts to be paid and a young teenage thief
held captive, Akilla has to confront not only those
responsible but his own traumatic past.
This neo-noir captures a crushing cycle of crime
spanning generations. Charles Officer crafts an
entertaining, stylistic and affectionate narrative
that oozes confidence, driven by a thumping and
electrifying soundtrack composed in collaboration
with Massive Attack’s 3D. Actor, poet and musician
Saul Williams’ stoic lead performance is controlled and
effortless, a dead ringer of Alain Delon in Le Samouraï.
The combined effect is a film overflowing with aesthetic
and political substance.
6

CANADA • 2021 • 90 MIN
DIRECTOR

CHARLES OFFICER

LANGUAGE

ENGLISH

SESSIONS

LIDO CINEMAS
SUN 18 APRIL 9:00PM
MON 26 APRIL, 9:00PM
RITZ CINEMAS
SUN 18 APRIL, 9:00PM
MON 26 APRIL, 9:00PM

2020 TORONTO INTERNATIONAL FILM
FESTIVAL

“Beasts Clawing at Straws looks like it has
it all.” — UK FILM REVIEW
Hands pass over a Louis Vuitton bag of money as
violence follows close behind. A cleaner who comes
into possession of the cache becomes entwined in a
twisting narrative well beyond his imagination.
Yong-hoon Kim directs and writes his debut film based
on the novel from Keisuke Sone with a precision and
confidence that propels him into the auteur discussion.
The Cannes award-winning best-actress Jeon Do-Yeon
shines among a brilliant cast to anchor this moneygrabbing epic. The film balances a Coen Brothers
comedic thriller style, drama, and non-linear storytelling
with swagger and finesse.

SOUTH KOREA • 2020 • 109 MIN
DIRECTOR

KIM YONG-HOON

LANGUAGE

KOREAN
(ENGLISH SUBTITLES)

SESSIONS

LIDO CINEMAS
WED 21 APRIL, 6:30PM
SAT 1 MAY, 6:30PM
RITZ CINEMAS
THU 22 APRIL, 6:30PM

WINNER SPECIAL JURY PRIZE 2020
INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL
ROTTERDAM, 2020 BUSAN
INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL

Questions are raised about where our faith lies, and
who we pick as our heroes and villains. As the audience,
we attempt to locate ourselves within this wild affair
of blades, monsters tattoos and saunas. Can we make
moral sense of this chaotic cacophony of human filth
and fantasy?
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VIC/NSW PREMIERE

2K DIGITAL RESTORATION

BLOODSHOT HEART

VIC/NSW PREMIERE

COME AND SEE
IDI I SMOTRI

“ A rich minestrone stew of
cinephilic allusions.” – SCREEN HUB
At 44, Hans still lives with his mother and makes
ends meet as a driving instructor. He’s plagued by
visions of a lost love which begin to derail his grip on
reality. When Matilda, a tenant half his age, moves
in, deeply repressed feelings emerge within Hans.
Tension emerge between Hans and his mother as
their relationship is revealed to be not quite what it
seems. Meanwhile, it appears that Matilda is harbouring
dangerous secrets of her own. Driven by his manic
obsession, Hans hatches the perfect plan to win
Matilda’s heart.
Filled with luscious colour and stunning surreal
flourishes, Bloodshot Heart is a thrilling new piece of
Australian genre cinema. It announces exciting new
talent from director Parish Malfitano, supported by an
electric performance by prolific producer-turned-actor
Richard James Allen.

AUSTRALIA • 2020 • 90 MIN
DIRECTOR

PARISH MALFITANO

LANGUAGE

ENGLISH

SESSIONS

LIDO CINEMAS
SUN 25 APRIL, 6:30PM
WED 28 APRIL, 6:30PM
RITZ CINEMAS
FRI 23 APRIL, 6:30PM
TUE 27 APRIL, 8:40PM
THU 29 APRIL, 8:40PM

“I have rarely seen a film more ruthless in its
depiction of human evil.” — ROGER EBERT
“One of the best things I’ve ever seen.”
— STEVEN SODERBERGH

Fear of the void. The dark consciousness of human
brutality. Russian filmmaker Elem Klimov presents this
hallucinogenic horror in a newly restored form. The
events of 1943, as the Nazis marched through Belarus,
are reimagined through the eyes of a naive boy,
bewildered by the honour of defending his country. The
torture of war seeps into his skin rotting the core of any
sense of romanticism in victory, violence or nationalism.

RUSSIA • 1985 • 142 MIN
DIRECTOR

ELEM KLIMOV

LANGUAGE

RUSSIAN, BELARUSIAN,
GERMAN
(ENGLISH SUBTITLES)

SESSIONS

LIDO CINEMAS
SAT 24 APRIL, 5:00PM
RITZ CINEMAS
SAT 24 APRIL, 4:00PM

WINNER BEST RESTORED FILM 2017
VENICE FILM FESTIVAL, WINNER
FIPRESCI PRIZE 1985 MOSCOW
INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL

This groundbreaking work is a dizzying achievement
in cinematography and sound design, led by a pulsing
soundtrack by Oleg Yanchenko. Unrelenting and
precise, Come and See is a timeless masterpiece of
horror and anti-war cinema.

 Screens with live cast and crew Q&A.
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GET THE HELL OUT

A GLITCH IN THE MATRIX

TAO CHU LI FA YUAN

“Get the Hell Out is the sort of giddy bigscreen experience that’s ideal for late-night
festival screenings.” — SCREENDAILY
Taiwanese parliament quickly escalates from hurling
insults to literal fist-fights regularly on the legislature
floor. Despite Hsiung excelling in martial arts she is
kicked out of government by her corrupt, sexist peers.
She resorts to using Wang, a deadbeat security guard,
as a puppet for her political endeavours. But as Wang’s
campaign gains traction a deadly virus turns politicians
into flesh-hungry zombies.
With his debut feature, I-Fan Wang exhibits a chaotic
gonzo enthusiasm that doesn’t let up off the brakes.
With political satire at its core, this gore-horror kung fu
feast for the eyes has a surprising bite.

TAIWAN • 2020 • 96 MIN

“A mind-blowing dive into simulation theory.”

USA • 2021 • 110 MIN

DIRECTOR

I-FAN WANG

- THE GUARDIAN

DIRECTOR

RODNEY ASCHER

LANGUAGE

MANDARIN
(ENGLISH SUBTITLES)

LANGUAGE

ENGLISH

SESSIONS

LIDO CINEMAS
FRI 23 APRIL, 8:40PM

SESSIONS

LIDO CINEMAS
THU 22 APRIL, 6:30PM
WED 28 APRIL, 8:30PM

RITZ CINEMAS
THU 22 APRIL, 8:30PM
FRI 30 APRIL, 6:30PM

2020 TORONTO INTERNATIONAL FILM
FESTIVAL

Are we living in a simulation? Is the world around us
fabricated? Where does virtual reality stop and the
real world begin? These questions, consolidated
through simulation theory, have existed on the fringes
of popular culture and have been building momentum
for years. From Plato’s cave to Elon Musk’s Twitter feed,
this documentary presents a staggering synthesis
of perspectives that capture a poignant 21st century
existential crisis.

RITZ CINEMAS
TUE 20 APRIL 9:15PM
TUE 27 APRIL, 6:30PM

2021 SUNDANCE FILM FESTIVAL

As demonstrated in his previous film, Room 237,
acclaimed director Rodney Ascher is no stranger
to left-field ideas. He uses voices on the fringes to
uncover deeply human anxieties, drawing on a variety
of sources from conspiracy theorists to scientists and
philosophers, to craft a conceptual, considered and
sensitive trip down the rabbit-hole.
Screens with Conversations With A Monkey (pg 27)
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VIC/NSW PREMIERE

I BLAME SOCIETY
“One of the most awkward, quirky and
original horror films... definitely one of the
best films of the year. An exquisite example
of how quickly the thin line between reality
and art can blur.” — FILM INQUIRY
The formula for the perfect murder is in the hands of
Gillian Wallace Horvat. She stars in, directs and writes
this debut feature surrounding the inspired acts of a
semi-fictionalised version of herself in the pursuit of the
perfect murder. This distinctly original meta-narrative
deals with a crazed protagonist’s desire to become a
filmmaker at all costs. Using the barrier of the camera
and creative licence, the film captures her hilarious and
terrifying pursuit to become the filmmaker the world
wants her to be.
Alongside searing dark comedy, Horvat holds an acute
magnifying glass to the film industry and the experience
of women in the medium. I Blame Society puts us in the
driver’s seat of a fierce visionary pushed over the edge.

JUMBO
USA • 2020 • 84 MIN
DIRECTOR

GILLIAN WALLACE 		
HORVAT

LANGUAGE

ENGLISH

SESSIONS

LIDO CINEMAS
SUN 18 APRIL, 6:30PM
TUE 27 APRIL, 8:30PM
SAT 1 MAY, 4:00PM
RITZ CINEMAS
SUN 18 APRIL, 6:30PM
FRI 30 APRIL, 6:30PM

2020 INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL
ROTTERDAM

“Imbued with such heart, soul, and beauty
that... you’ll simply absorb its glowing sense
of wonder.” - THE AUSTIN CHRONICLE
Jeanne (Noémie Merlant, Portrait of a Lady on
Fire) lives with her mother and works by night at an
amusement park collecting rubbish. She struggles to
make meaningful connections with others, until a new
resident appears at the park. He’s popular, tall, strong
and lights a fire within Jeanne. He also happens to be a
merry-go-round, the latest ride to join the carnival. As
a deep relationship develops between Jeanne and the
ride, Jeanne’s family and friends struggle to understand
the unconventional love story.

FRANCE • 2020 • 94 MIN
DIRECTOR

ZOÉ WITTOCK

LANGUAGE

FRENCH
(ENGLISH SUBTITLES)

SESSIONS

LIDO CINEMAS
SAT 17 APRIL, 4:00PM
SUN 25 APRIL, 8:45PM
RITZ CINEMAS
SUN 25 APRIL, 6:30PM

2020 SUNDANCE FILM FESTIVAL,
2020 BERLIN INTERNATIONAL
FILM FESTIVAL, 2020 SITGES FILM
FESTIVAL

In her fable-like directorial debut, writer-director Zoé
Wittock brings blissful energy and surrealistic style to
this unique and emotional roller-coaster.

 Screens with a live digital director Q&A.
12
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LAPSIS

LAUGHTER
LE RIRE

“It feels like one of those movies we’ll be
looking at decades from now.”- LA TIMES
Delivery man Ray Tincelli finds himself in financial
struggle, after trying to support himself and his
brother with sketchy hustling jobs. The answer lies
within a cabling job in a growing niche corner of the
gig economy. The work: pulling cables deeper into
the wilderness. Ray’s given a supposedly unique
username but soon dark secrets emerge and hostility
from long-time cabler veterans raise the stakes.
After a series of documentaries, director Noah Hutton
ventures into the fictional world with this debut feature.
Channeling the problems with the gig economy and
critiques on modern workforces, Lapsis acts as
an impending prophecy of faceless corruptors of
inequality. This sci-fi world asks us how far away this
dystopian future really is, or if, in fact, it is already here.
 Screens with a live digital director Q&A.
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USA • 2020 • 108 MIN
DIRECTOR

NOAH HUTTON

LANGUAGE

ENGLISH

SESSIONS

LIDO CINEMAS
SAT 17 APRIL, 6:30PM
TUE 20 APRIL, 8:30PM
SUN 25 APRIL, 9:00PM
RITZ CINEMAS
SAT 17 APRIL, 6:30PM
FRI 23 APRIL, 8:40PM

2020 SXSW FILM FESTIVAL,
2020 BUCHEON INTERNATIONAL
FANTASTIC FILM FESTIVAL

“A surreal, deeply affecting and unforgettable
exploration of surviving trauma, the power
to heal, and the connective ties that bind
humanity.” - MORBIDLY BEAUTIFUL
A civil war shakes Canada. Valérie is the sole survivor of
a mass execution in which her boyfriend is killed. Years
later, she’s in a new relationship. At the Long Term Care
Centre where she works as a caregiver, she befriends
Jeanne, a well-read and witty woman, who is dealing
with severe physical disability. What ensues is a surreal
journey that mixes grounded realism with the bizarre as
the lines between time, reality and identity blur.
In a time when social unrest and division is the norm, it’s
not so far-fetched to imagine those of the ‘free world’
turning on each other and committing atrocities in the
streets. With a sensibility reminiscent of the works of
David Lynch and Charlie Kaufman, the stage is set for
Léane Labrèche-Dor’s spellbinding performance in a
film that explores survivor’s guilt, the distance of time,
and the joy of being alive.
Screens with A Tale Best Forgotten (pg 28)
 Screens with a live digital director Q&A.

CANADA • 2020 • 124 MIN
DIRECTOR

MARTIN LAROCHE

LANGUAGE

FRENCH
(ENGLISH SUBTITLES)

SESSIONS

LIDO CINEMAS
SAT 17 APRIL, 9:00PM
TUES 20 APRIL, 6:20PM
RITZ CINEMAS
TUES 20 APRIL, 6:20PM
SUN 25 APRIL, 8:30PM
WED 28 APRIL, 8:30PM

2020 FANTASTIC FEST (USA),
WINNER PRIX IRIS (QUÉBEC FILM
AWARDS 2020) BEST LEADING
ACTRESS
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MAKE UP
“ As poetically teasing as it is
psychologically precise, Make Up signals the
arrival of an exciting new talent.” – THE TELEGRAPH
Teenager Ruth (Molly Windsor) travels to a seaside
holiday park to stay with her boyfriend Tom. It’s offseason, so the resort is mostly deserted, except for
a few residents and a handful of staff charged with
sprucing up the place. Ruth gradually settles into her
new environment, finding work and making a new
friend in the form of make-up enthusiast Jade. But
one afternoon, while giving Tom’s caravan a spring
clean, Ruth finds evidence that he might be cheating
on her. As her desire to uncover the truth turns into an
obsession, she begins to realise she might be looking
for something else entirely.
Transforming her remote coastal setting into an
intangible labyrinth of creeping intrigue, Claire Oakley
inventively flirts with genre conventions to weave a
singular tale of self-acceptance and sexual awakening.

16

MIRACLE FISHING: KIDNAPPED ABROAD
UK • 2019 • 86 MIN
DIRECTOR

CLAIRE OAKLEY

LANGUAGE

ENGLISH

SESSIONS

LIDO CINEMAS
MON 19 APRIL, 6:30PM
SUN 25 APRIL, 4:00PM
RITZ CINEMAS
SAT 17 APRIL, 4:00PM
WED 21 APRIL, 6:30PM

2019 BFI LONDON FILM FESTIVAL

“Depicts a very raw and real look at what it’s
like to be told: ‘6 million dollars or your dad
dies.’ ” – FILM THREAT
Kidnapped by a drug cartel in Colombia, father,
husband and beloved environmental journalist Tom
Hargrove is held at ransom for $6,000,000. A turbulent
government and threats of guerrilla warfare stop
the US government and Hargrove’s workforce from
engaging in open dialogue, leaving all negotiations to
be facilitated by his family. Miles Hargrove, Tom’s son,
captures the gruelling process all on film.

USA • 2020 • 107 MIN
DIRECTOR

MILES HARGROVE

LANGUAGE

ENGLISH, SPANISH,
GERMAN
(ENGLISH SUBTITLES)

SESSIONS

LIDO CINEMAS
SUN 18 APRIL, 4:00PM
THU 29 APRIL, 6:30PM
RITZ CINEMAS
SUN 18 APRIL, 4:00PM
WED 28 APRIL, 6:30PM

2020 TRIBECA FILM FESTIVAL

20 years since the incident, Miles and his family have
collated, processed and presented the event in a true
crime, found-footage documentary unlike any other
put to screen. The result is a feat of documentary
filmmaking and an astonishing act of cinematic
catharsis. A Discovery+ Original film.
 Screens with a digital director Q&A.
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CLOSING NIGHT

AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

MOTHER SCHMUCKERS

THE OLD MAN MOVIE

FILS DE PLOUC

VANAMEHE FILM

Issachar and Zabulon are two brothers in their twenties
living with their mother Cashmere in a low-rent
neighborhood. Supremely stupid, they are never bored.
For them, madness is part of daily life. When they lose
January-Jack, their mother’s beloved dog, they have
24 hours to find it before she kicks them out. Let loose
on the streets of Brussels these two doofuses find
themselves on an adventure unlike any other put to
screen.
John Waters for a Filthy Frank generation, Mother
Schmuckers is pure pandemonium. With an infectious,
frenetic lo-fi energy, the film crosses lines you didn’t
even know existed. It’s bound to offend some, but it has
all the makings of an instant cult classic.
Contains depictions of animal abuse and sexual
violence.

BELGIUM • 2021 • 71 MIN
DIRECTOR

LENNY & HARPO GUIT

LANGUAGE

FRENCH
(ENGLISH SUBTITLES)

SESSIONS

LIDO CINEMAS
SAT 1 MAY, 8:30PM
RITZ CINEMAS
FRI 30 APRIL, 8:30PM

2021 SUNDANCE FILM FESTIVAL

“Batshit insanity.” — MOVIEBABBLE
Dropped at a decrepit barn full of crazed animals, three
city kids quickly learn about country life, hard work, and
their grandpa’s prominence as a local hero, providing
milk to the town. Soon, disaster strikes as his prized
cow disappears. The family has 24 hours to find the
cow before other ill-intentioned characters, including
a milky villain, hipsters, a horny tree and a giant bear,
lay claim to her. An outlandish race is on through the
rolling, milk-stained Estonian countryside to stop the
‘Lactopocalypse’.
A stop-motion, crazed Shaun the Sheep-style spirit
fuels the absurdity that directors Oskar Lehemaa and
Mikk Mägi have been refining for the last decade. This
is their epic first feature, and its lowbrow surrealism
takes animated comedy on a wonderfully insane
journey. Jump on board for a laugh-filled ride and jawdropping madness.

ESTONIA • 2020 • 88 MIN
DIRECTOR

OSKAR LEHEMAA,
MIKK MÄGI

LANGUAGE

ESTONIAN
(ENGLISH SUBTITLES)

SESSIONS

LIDO CINEMAS
THU 22 APRIL 8:40PM
SAT 24 APRIL, 8:45PM
RITZ CINEMAS
MON 19 APRIL, 6:30PM

2020 FANTASIA FILM FESTIVAL,
2020 SHANGHAI FILM FESTIVAL,
2020 SITGES FILM FESTIVAL

Screens with Black Forest Sanatorium (pg 27)
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OPENING NIGHT

PATRICK
“ A wry and oddly moving tale set in a
world largely unencumbered by clothing, but
riddled with intrigue, deceit and the promise
of self-discovery.” - THE GUARDIAN
Socially awkward, Patrick is the handyman in his
father’s remote nudist colony. When his father suddenly
dies the colony is thrown into turmoil, but Patrick
has other things on his mind. His precious hammer
has gone missing somewhere within the camp. His
quest to retrieve it takes him to the farthest corners
of the grounds as insurrection starts to brew and the
residents bid for control of the camp.
With a level of nudity that has to be seen to be believed,
Tim Mielants (Peaky Blinders) strips the characters
bare in this Shakespearean tragi-comedy about
people’s peculiarities, letting go and self-acceptance.
Screens with El Triste (pg 27)
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PRISONERS OF THE GHOSTLAND
BELGIUM • 2019 • 100 MIN
DIRECTOR

TIM MIELANTS

LANGUAGE

DUTCH, ENGLISH, 		
FRENCH
(ENGLISH SUBTITLES)

SESSIONS

LIDO CINEMAS
FRI 16 APRIL, 8:30PM
SAT 24 APRIL, 7:30PM
RITZ CINEMAS
FRI 16 APRIL, 8:30PM
SUN 25 APRIL, 4:00PM

BEST DIRECTOR/FILM WINNER
FANTASTIC FEST 2019

“Prisoners of the Ghostland is an absurd,
Acid Western about a post-apocalyptic race
against time, spirits, samurais and testicular
bombs.” - FILM PULSE
After its explosive premiere at Sundance, FFFA is thrilled
to present Prisoners of the Ghostland, directed by
renegade Japanese auteur Sion Sono and starring cult
favourite actor Nicolas Cage, as our opening night film.
Held in a jail in the heart of Samurai Town, a fantastical
melding of Westworld and Tokyo Disney, shotgun-toting
outlaw Hero (Nicolas Cage) is freed after the Governor’s
granddaughter goes missing. The only man desperate
enough to embark on the rescue mission, Hero battles
through the post-apocalyptic world in search of the
runaway woman, all the while wearing a leather bodysuit
rigged with timed explosives.

USA • 2021 • 100 MIN
DIRECTOR

SION SONO

LANGUAGE

ENGLISH

SESSIONS

LIDO CINEMAS
FRI 16 APRIL, 6:30PM
TUE 27 APRIL, 6:30PM
RITZ CINEMAS
FRI 16 APRIL, 6:30PM
SAT 24 APRIL, 7PM

2021 SUNDANCE FILM FESTIVAL

Presenting a wildly entertaining cross-cultural mash-up,
the gonzo English language debut of Sion Sono is the
inevitable and crazy collaboration we never knew we
needed.
Screens with Dar-Dar (pg 27)
 Opening night special event.
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PVT CHAT
“A disturbing love story that touches digital
abysses, sexual fantasies and the dirty
asphalt of New York.” — DAS FILM FEUILLETON
The pale blue lights of computer monitors illuminate
the grungy corners of New York. Professional
online gambler Jack becomes obsessed with a San
Franciscan cam-girl, Scarlett, played by a bewitching
Julia Fox (Good Time). Conversations between them
soon deepen and the customer-client line blurs. But
it’s a chance encounter in Chinatown that takes this
relationship to its boiling point.
Director Ben Hozie interrogates the nature of online
relationships in this transgressive modern erotic
parable. With quirky humour the film explores digital
fantasy and the existential isolation of a digital world.
The two leads bring this immersive vision of New York
to life and ask us to ponder the meaning of love when
connection is just one click away.

SANZARU
USA • 2020 • 86 MIN
DIRECTOR

BEN HOZIE

LANGUAGE

ENGLISH

SESSIONS

LIDO CINEMAS
WED 21 APRIL, 8:30PM
SAT 24 APRIL, 9:15 PM
FRI 30 APRIL, 8:30PM
RITZ CINEMAS
WED 21 APRIL, 8:40PM
SAT 24 APRIL, 9:00PM

2020 FANTASIA INTERNATIONAL FILM
FESTIVAL

“Combines dread with melodrama to deliver
a creepy, nuanced horror tale.” – FILM PULSE
Evelyn, a nurse from the Philippines, moves in to care
for Dena, an elderly woman ill with dementia. When
Evelyn’s nephew, Amos, is forced to come and stay with
them, he develops a connection with Dena’s enigmatic
son. Mysterious forces haunt Dena, and her violent
hallucinations begin to hint at a dark secret lurking in
the house. As the two broken families find themselves
dangerously isolated under one roof, Evelyn uncovers
a haunting truth that threatens to resurrect everyone’s
past traumas.

USA • 2020 • 87 MIN
DIRECTOR

XIA MAGNUS

LANGUAGE

ENGLISH/TAGALOG
(ENGLISH SUBTITLES)

SESSIONS

LIDO CINEMAS
MON 19 APRIL, 8:30PM
MON 26 APRIL, 6:30PM
RITZ CINEMAS
MON 26 APRIL, 6:30PM

2020 FANTASIA INTERNATIONAL
FILM FESTIVAL, 2020 SLAMDANCE
FILM FESTIVAL, 2020 SCREAMFEST
HORROR FILM FESTIVAL

Desolate south Texas sets the stage for this unique
clash of Americana and Filipino heritage. A refreshingly
unconventional cast plays out this ghost story and
reminds us of the strength within those who society
often overlooks.
 Screens with a digital director Q&A.

Screens with Progressive Touch (pg 28)
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SIBERIA
“A beautiful, unhinged, sometimes hilarious
trek into geographical and psychological
wilderness.” — VARIETY
Willem Dafoe plays Clint, a tortured man who absconds
to the wilds of northern Canada after the civilised
portion of his life doesn’t work out. Director Abel
Ferrara’s surrealist and experimental style allows us to
dive deep into the mysteries of Clint’s inner thoughts.
Presenting a fluid dance between horror, dystopian
landscapes and reflection, the film builds further into a
space of mysticism and reflection.
Seamlessly gliding from expansive snowy landscapes
to deep caves, Stefano Falivene’s beautiful
cinematography sets the backdrop for the nightmarish
stage. Director Abel Ferrara, alongside long-time
collaborator Willem Dafoe, breaks down cinematic
convention to illuminate a complicated melange of
masculinity, individuality and existential inquiry.

TEDDY
GERMANY • 2020 • 92 MIN
DIRECTOR

ABEL FERRARA

LANGUAGE

ENGLISH

SESSIONS

LIDO CINEMAS
THU 29 APRIL, 8:30PM
RITZ CINEMAS
MON 19 APRIL, 8:30PM
THU 29 APRIL, 8:30PM

2020 BERLIN INTERNATIONAL FILM
FESTIVA, 2020 BFI LONDON FILM
FESTIVAL

“Strikes the perfect balance between
delivering dark comedy, horror, and a great
story.” - MORBIDLY BEAUTIFUL
Twenty-something Teddy lives in a foster home in a
remote village in France. He’s a local trouble-maker
stuck working at a massage parlour he hates but can’t
afford to leave. His escape is daydreaming about
his future with his girlfriend Rebecca, a soon-to-be
graduate who is growing more and more distant. One
night, Teddy is scratched by a beast in the woods.
It’s the wolf that the local farmers have been hunting
for months. As days go by, increasingly strange
compulsions start to overcome the young man.

FRANCE • 2020 • 88 MIN
DIRECTOR

LUDOVIC & ZORAN
BOUKHERMA

LANGUAGE

FRENCH
(ENGLISH SUBTITLES)

SESSIONS

LIDO CINEMAS
FRI 23 APRIL, 6:30PM
RITZ CINEMAS
SAT 17 APRIL, 9:00PM

2020 CANNES FILM FESTIVAL, 2020
FANTASTIC FEST (USA), 2020 BUSAN
INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL , 2020
SITGES FILM FESTIVAL

Combining dark humour, teen angst and body horror,
Teddy is a superb concoction that cements twin
directors Ludovic and Zoran Boukherma as filmmakers
to watch, and Anthony Bajon, who plays Teddy, as an
incredible rising talent.

Screens with Museum of Fleeting Wonders (pg 28)
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SHORT FILMS

BLACK FOREST SANATORIUM
CANADA • 2020 • 8 MIN • DIRECTOR DIANA THORNEYCROFT

Starving for companionship, Quinn pursues an unorthodox
approach to resolving her intense loneliness.
Screens with The Old Man Movie (pg 19)

AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

CONVERSATIONS WITH A MONKEY

THE TWENTIETH CENTURY
“At a time when normalcy has routinely
backflipped into a pool of insanity,
The Twentieth Century makes perfectly
perverse sense.” — ROGEREBERT.COM
Canadian history meets surrealist absurdity in this
bonkers re-imagining of the early years of former Prime
Minister William Lyon Mackenzie King.
Fuelled by his mother’s prophecy, young Mackenzie
King, played by a maniacally ambitious Dan Beirne,
is determined to fulfil his political destiny. But when
a romantic distraction and a dashing rival enter the
picture, cracks form in this mama’s boy’s spirit. He soon
turns to hallucinogenic gratification as he struggles to
become the leader Canada needs.
One part Guy Maddin and another part Monty Python,
The Twentieth Century offers a ride no history lesson
can prepare you for.

SPAIN • 2020 • 15 MIN • DIRECTOR GROJO

CANADA • 2019 • 90 MIN
DIRECTOR

MATTHEW RANKIN

LANGUAGE

ENGLISH, FRENCH
(ENGLISH SUBTITLES)

SESSIONS

LIDO CINEMAS
SAT 17 APRIL, 9:00PM
FRI 30 APRIL, 6:30PM
RITZ CINEMAS
SAT 24 APRIL, 9:00PM
THU 29 APRIL, 6:30PM

FIPRESCI PRIZE 2020 BERLIN FILM
FESTIVAL, BEST CANADIAN FIRST
FEATURE FILM 2019 TORONTO
INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL,
2020 VANCOUVER FILM FESTIVAL

Struggling film director Juan Siegman hits a mental block
while writing his new sci-fi film. He decides to enlist the help of
an artificial intelligent robot who learns from his mistakes. The
robot’s name is Ian and it begins to give advice on filmmaking,
structure and the world outside the film.
Screens with A Glitch in the Matrix (pg 11)

DAR-DAR
SPAIN • 2020 • 10 MIN • DIRECTOR PAUL URKIJO ALIJO

Bringing a demon of Basque legend to the screen, Paul Urkijo
Alijo presents a visually stunning horror about a monster
that feeds on fingers. The silent horror short asks questions
of family and identity as it explores our common fear of the
demons in the corner of the room.
Screens with Prisoners of the Ghostland (pg 21)

EL TRISTE
USA • 2021 • 15 MIN • DIRECTOR MANUEL DEL VALLE

El Triste, a poorly crafted marionette, is going through an
existential crisis and decides to do all it takes to prove to
himself and his fellow puppets that he is valuable. But not
everything turns out the way he expected.
Screens with Patrick (pg 20)
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MUSEUM OF FLEETING WONDERS
USA • 2020 • 12 MIN • DIRECTOR TOMÁS GÓMEZ BUSTILLO

A collection of small and magical everyday moments inspired
by real people’s stories. Museum of Fleeting Wonders
meditates on the moments that pass by unnoticed, and the
transient beauty of the mundane, isolated and insoluble.
Screens with Siberia (pg 24)

PROGRESSIVE TOUCH
AUSTRIA • 2021 • 12 MIN • DIRECTOR MICHAEL PORTNOY

Sex in all its silliness, absurdity and hilarity. The multi-talented
Michael Portnoy bring sex to the screen with an irregular beat,
choreographed with dance and music to create a harmony
between love, sex and humanity.
Screens with PVT Chat (pg 22) • Contains unsimulated sex scenes.

A TALE BEST FORGOTTEN
SWEDEN • 2020 • 5 MIN • DIRECTOR TOMAS STARK

Through the reflection in a river, a father, his daughter and a
dog-headed man are confronted with murder. Helen Adam’s
poem comes alive as the tale of murder vividly unfolds onscreen.
Screens with Laughter (pg 15)

EVENTS
ANALOGUE ORGY

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS

Take a trip back into the truly analogue world
of 16mm film as we present a carefully curated
program of oddball tidbits from the 60s, 70s and
80s.

Sunday 25 April, from 3:30pm
Lido Cinemas, Hawthorn
Sunday 25 April, from 3:30pm
Ritz Cinemas, Randwick

Saturday 24 April, from 6pm
Lido Cinemas, Hawthorn
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Select FFFA films screen with a director Q&A.
See fantasticfilmfestival.com.au for details.

SESSION TIMES
MELBOURNE // LIDO CINEMAS, HAWTHORN
FRIDAY 16 APRIL
6:30PM Prisoners of the
Ghostland
8:30PM Patrick
SATURDAY 17 APRIL
4:00PM Jumbo
6:30PM Lapsis
9:00PM The Twentieth Century
9:00PM Laughter
SUNDAY 18 APRIL
4:00PM Miracle Fishing
6:30PM I Blame Society
9:00PM Akilla’s Escape
MONDAY 19 APRIL
6:30PM Make Up
8:30PM Sanzaru
TUESDAY 20 APRIL
6:20PM Laughter
8:30PM Lapsis

WEDNESDAY 21 APRIL
6:30PM Beasts Clawing At Straws
8:30PM PVT Chat

MONDAY 26 APRIL
6:30PM Sanzaru
9:00PM Akilla’s Escape

THURSDAY 22 APRIL
6:30PM A Glitch in the Matrix
8:40PM The Old Man Movie

TUESDAY 27 APRIL
6:30PM Prisoners of the
Ghostland
8:30PM I Blame Society

FRIDAY 23 APRIL
6:30PM Teddy
8:40PM Get the Hell Out
SATURDAY 24 APRIL
5:00PM Come and See
7:30PM Patrick
8:45PM The Old Man Movie
9:15PM PVT Chat
SUNDAY 25 APRIL
4:00PM Make Up
6:30PM Bloodshot Heart
8:45PM Jumbo
9:00PM Lapsis

WEDNESDAY 28 APRIL
6:30PM Bloodshot Heart
8:30PM A Glitch in the Matrix
THURSDAY 29 APRIL
6:30PM Miracle Fishing
8:30PM Siberia
FRIDAY 30 APRIL
6:30PM The Twentieth Century
8:30PM PVT Chat
SATURDAY 1 MAY
4:00PM I Blame Society
6:30PM Beasts Clawing at Straws
8:30PM Mother Schmuckers

SYDNEY // RITZ CINEMAS, RANDWICK
FRIDAY 16 APRIL
6:30PM Prisoners of the 		
Ghostland
8:30PM Patrick
SATURDAY 17 APRIL
4:00PM Make Up
6:30PM Lapsis
9:00PM Teddy
SUNDAY 18 APRIL
4:00PM Miracle Fishing
6:30PM I Blame Society
9:00PM Akilla’s Escape
MONDAY 19 APRIL
6:30PM The Old Man Movie
8:30PM Siberia
TUESDAY 20 APRIL
6:20PM Laughter
9:15PM A Glitch in the Matrix

WEDNESDAY 21 APRIL
6:30PM Make Up
8:40PM PVT Chat

MONDAY 26 APRIL
6:30PM Sanzaru
9:00PM Akilla’s Escape

THURSDAY 22 APRIL
6:30PM Beasts Clawing at Straws
8:30PM Get the Hell Out

TUESDAY 27 APRIL
6:30PM A Glitch in the Matrix
8:40PM Bloodshot Heart

FRIDAY 23 APRIL
6:30PM Bloodshot Heart
8:40PM Lapsis

WEDNESDAY 28 APRIL
6:30PM Miracle Fishing
8:30PM Laughter

SATURDAY 24 APRIL
4:00PM Come and See
7:00PM Prisoners of the 		
Ghostland
9:00PM The Twentieth Century
9:00PM PVT Chat

THURSDAY 29 APRIL
6:30PM The Twentieth Century
8:30PM Siberia
8:40PM Bloodshot Heart

SUNDAY 25 APRIL
4:00PM Patrick
6:30PM Jumbo
8:30PM Laughter

 Accompanied by an event. See pages 27-28 for more information

FRIDAY 30 APRIL
6:30PM I Blame Society
6:30PM Get the Hell Out
8:30PM Mother Schmuckers
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TICKETS & VENUES
Book now at
fantasticfilmfestival.com.au
MELBOURNE

SYDNEY

Lido Cinemas
675 Glenferrie Road, Hawthorn
(03) 8658 0000
lidocinemas.com.au

Ritz Cinemas
45 St Pauls Street, Randwick
(02) 8324 2500
ritzcinemas.com.au

ALL VENUES
Single tickets
Adult $21.50
Concession and Member $17.50
Festival Film Passes
5 pass $75
VIP pass (valid for redemption on all films) $250
See fantasticfilmfestival.com.au/festival-passes

Terms and conditions
Single ticket concession rates apply to students, healthcare and pension cardholders
and seniors, as well as Lido and Ritz Cinemas members. All tickets are non-refundable.
Tickets can be exchanged for a film at the same venue for a fee of $2.50 per ticket at
least 24 hours prior to screening. VIP festival passes are for separate sessions for one
person and can be redeemed on special events.

CODE OF CONDUCT
Fantastic Film Festival Australia does not tolerate inappropriate or
unacceptable behaviour, nor any off-screen activities that cause anyone
to feel uncomfortable or unsafe. If you experience any of this behaviour,
we encourage you to approach festival staff. Please know that these
experiences will be treated seriously, with sensitivity and confidentiality. We
insist that you work with us to keep these spaces safe and inclusive. We
reserve the right to remove anybody who does not adhere to our code of
conduct.
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LIDO CINEMAS, HAWTHORN
16 APRIL — 1 MAY
RITZ CINEMAS, RANDWICK
16 APRIL — 30 APRIL

FANTASTICFILMFESTIVAL.COM.AU

